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TIIE SIGNIFICANCE OF VOI"IEL FEATURES IN THE PERCEPTION OF

COMPLEMENTARY LENGTH IN CENTRAL BAVARIAN

RoberÈ Bannert

1. IntroducÈion

llorkíng Papers l2
Lund UniversitY

Mininally contrasting pairs
(feather - male cousin) and

Phonet i cs LaboratorY
General Linguistics

such as [re:aa] - [r.tt.]
[vi:sn] - [vi":"1 (meadow - to

know) present â special problem for Èhe phonological ana-

lysis of the segmental phonemic units (segrnental phonenes)

of Central Bavarian. lJhen applying the commutation test to
them, it is not possible, for examPle, to exchange only the

first (and stressed) vo¡¡el in Lhese words while leaving
all other segments unchanged. 0n1y tl¡o kinds of sLressed

vowel-consonant sequences are permitted in Central Bavarian
¡¿ord structure, namely

(1) the long vowel followed by a short, weak or lenis
consonant, and

(2) the shorÈ vowel followed by a 1ong, strong or fortis
consonant.

The inÈerrelationship between these fealures of the vor^rel

and the consonanÈ is demostrated by the following:

1 eng Èh

strength
(fortis)

feâture
+

nd of se uence
V: c

+

+
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As can be seen the consonant feeÈures of lengÈh
always have Èhe same specification, that ís they
geÈher. The consonanÈ is either short and lenis
long and forÈis. Vowel length and the consonant
however, always have thè opposite specification.

and strength
occur to-

or it is
features,

There is in fact a third phonetic feature of the consonant,
namely voicing ¡¡hich has, however, not been recogni¿ed or
discussed in the liEera!ure (cf Bannert L972, I974).

As these feaÈures (length of Èhe vowel and length and

strength of Èhe consonanE) are constrained r¿iEh rega!d to
each other, a complementary distribuÈion of the above
mentioned feaÈures of boÈh segúenÈs exists. It should be

obvious that. the vo¡¡e1-consonant sequences are characterized
by a double redundancy of phonetic features, for only one
of the three feaÈures needs to be knorrn for the others to be
pred icted .

The phonological difficulty lies in the choice of the dis-
tinctive feature for this ninimal contrast observed in the
sequences: I,Ihich of Èhe. three existing phonetic features of
Ehe sequences is the.distinctive one, that is to say which
feaÈure cannot be predicted and thus has to be assumed as

being specified in Ehe lexical representation of the rrrords?

From a logical poinc of vier¡ this decision need not be dif-
ficult. But in order È.o saEisfy the claim of explanatory
adequacy of linguistic descripÈion the choice is crucial.
In accord with predictive phonetics (cf Lindblo¡n 1971) the
linguistic description has to be made fron phonetic evidence.
As the vowel-consonant sequences of CenÈra1 Bavarian are
concel.ned, the description also-has Èo include the phonenic
vowel and consonant units of the dialect

It is noÈ very surprising to find that the descriptions ín
the relevenÈ .literature, which are based on purely audiÈive
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analysis ("Ohrenphonetik"), offer different soluÈions to
this problem. This facÈ, however, is not unique for Central
Bavarian. In a siurilar Lray Èhe vowel-consonanÈ sequences
of the Nordic languages of Central Swedish, Norwegian, and
Icelandic, which are characterized by cornplementary length,
have not yeÈ received a generally accepted phonological
description, although acoustic and perceptual data are
available in this case. There are of course several sug-
gestions for Èreating this problem. For a presentation and
discuss ion see Elert ( L964) .

Each phonological analysis of the vornrel-consonant sequences
in Central Bavarian explicitly rej ects the choice of the
length feature of the vowel as the distinctive feature. The
reason given is that the length of the voi¿e1 is conditioned
by Èhe segmental con,texE: It can of course be predicted as
a consequence of one of Èhe features of the consonant or the
contact feature,

It is real1y quite obvious Èhat this solution is noÈ the
only possible one, noÈ only from a logical point of view,
but even more so from a phonetic-phonological on.e. For the
features of the consonant can be predicted in exacLly the
same ¡¡/ay if the vowel is specified as to its length.

From the point of view of a modern phoneÈician the litera-
ture lacks basic and phonetically adequate descriptions,
especially measured values, of the manifestation of the
Central Bavarian vowel-consonant sequences. This is also
Èrue of the sounds and sound structures of the dialect as
such. Until a language is described precisely (empirically,
by using quanÈitative measures) on all Èhree levels of the
speech communication process (production, acoustics, and
perception), it is noÈ possible to achieve a satisfactory
phonological description r¿hich also rneets the claim of
explanatory adequacy. In Èhese investigations the signifi-
cance of perception in Èhe speech communication process
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has to come to the fore. It is imperative tq investigete
r¡hich feature of the sound sequences, originating ín the
production and being transmitted to the ear of the listener
t.hrough the air, is used by the 1ístener in order Èo per-
ceive distinctive sound contrasts (differentiatinþ between
words)

In view of Èhe lack of the necessary basic phonetic data
Central Bavarian I started an acoustic investigation of
sound sÈructures in the dialect. The vo¡¡e1-consonant se-
quences are in the iocus of et.tenEion (see references).

on

the

PercepÈual investigations r¡ere carried out parallel to these
studies. I wanted Èo find out which phonetiq features of the
voqrel or the consonant or boÈh are needed by listeners in
order to identify the sequences as the one kínd or the
other.

This papaer is a rèport on an investigation ¡¡hich was by way
of an intermediate study. After having evaluated the res.ults
of the pilot study (Bannert 1975) it r¡as shown Èo be neces-
sary to carry out the.present investigation due to the
following reasons:

(i) Redundancy etíc features

Even if only one feature in one segnent is altered within
the qrhole vowel-consonenÈ sequence Èhe responses of the
listeners Èo this nanipulation caÀnoE be interpreËed unen-
biguously because Èhe oÈher two features are retained in the
sequence and may affecE che identification. Therefore most
of the ¡edundancies'of the vosel-consonant sequences were
eliminated so that the effect of only one feature on percep-
tion could be revealed. For this purpose the consonant and
the rest of the r¡ords r¡ere cut of f , thus g€tting rid, of t.he
Èwo consonant features, duration and strength (forÈis-lenis).
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(ii) The time diurension (qua nt i ty)

From the phonetic point of vierv it would seem to be 1ike1y.
that, if significanÈ and stable differences betv¡een the
durations of vowel and consonant are observed in the acous-
cic signal, the time dimension (that is, segmenÈ duration,
temporal extension of an acoustic spectrum) may signal the
kind of vor¡e1-consonant sequence for the 1isÈeners or, at
leasÈ, it may contribute to their correct identification.

Thus percepEion tests in different quantity languages have
shor+n that listeners identify (categorize) the phonological
categories (classes) long vs shorE according to their seg-
men! duration. A specífic reduction of the duration of
long vowels 1ed the listeners Eo hear the corresponding
short ,vonel (Southern Sr+edish: Hadding-Kbch and Abramson
1964, Central Swedish: Jonasson and McAllí.ster I972,
Standard cerman: Heíke 1969, Finnish: Lehtonen 1970,
EsÈonian: Lehis te Ig7I, Thai: Abramson Ig62, different
languages: Fliflet 1961).

Another kind of experimenÈ sugggsts that 1isÈeners have
some kind of rrperceptual kno¡.¡ledgett. Native speakers of
quantity languages adjusÈed the segment duration of the
"bestttlong and short vordels respectively by turning a

knob on a speech synthesizer. These percepLually estab-
lished vowel durations corresponded well irith the measured
vowel durations in the acoustic signal (Nootebooro 1973,
Petersen I974) .

As far as Central Bavarian is concerned then, it is uo be

expected that listeners r¡i11 use the time dimension (segment
durations) - perhaps in addition to other features - to
categorize the received acoustic sEimulus eiÈher as being
one or the other of the vowel-consonanÈ sequences types.
this is to be expected from the temporal regularities (tirne
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patLerns) observed on Èhe acoustic level (cf Bannert 1972,
1973a) and by way of extrapolation from oÈher languages
as mentioned above.

In order to test this hypothesis the segment duraÈions of
long and corresþonding shor! vo¡+è1s r¡ere varied. Vol¡el
portions of minirnal pairs differing in duration were pre-
sented to listeners q¡hile the posÈvocalic consonant. con-
taining the features of length and strengÈh r.¡as eliminaLed.

(iii) Contact features

The conÈrast betlreen the t\ro kinds of vowel-consonant se-
quences is aEÈributed to differenÈ feaÈures of conÈect
bet¡¿een Èhe vor¿el and the following consonant in many of
the phonological analysis in Èhe 1iÈeraÈure (rrstark" and
ttschach geschnitÈener Akzent" z PfaIz 1913 following Sievers
1881, t'trþglirrr': GladiaÈor 1971 following pilch 1964).

These phenomena established on the auditive level certainly
exist in the real wor1d, but iÈ should be remembered that
thei'r definition in the relevanÈ literature is not very
precise (cf for examþ1e Sievers 1881). It is definitely not
based on acoustic or physiological data.

Hordever, Èhe correlaÈes of these contact features are
postulaÈed. They are given as being expiratory pressure,
articulatory energy, absorpÈion of the flor¿ of air from the
Iungs by Èhe supragloÈtal cavities on the physiological
1eve1, and on the acoustic level as inÈensity. Noone has yet
succeeded, however, in experirnentally proving tha! Èhe cot-
relates of the contact featurê are independent of other fea-
tures such as tine already urilized in speech produclion.

One ain of this investigation r¡as to find out if any acoustic
correlaÈes ¡¡hatsoever of the contact features, included in
the vor¡e1, are used by listeners in perception.
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2. HvP othes ies

Even if the features of the posÈvocalic consonant are e1i-

minared, at leasÈ Èwo features temain'in the vowel: Besides

the feature of d.utation which is the manifesÈaÈion of the
phonological di¡nension of quanÈiÈy, there is also the pho-

netic feature of vowel quality (spectral paÈtern), which

from a phonologícal point of view is the same e.g. in the'
phoneme le/ of lf.e'ada/ - lfet.al but which certainly is not

the same in the manifestation (e.g. in terms of formant

frequencies) of these words.

Languages niÈh phonological long and short vowels (guantity

languages) very often shor¡ some dífferences in formanE struc-
ture betrrreen boÈh categories of vo¡ve1 length (cf Fant et al-.

1969 for Sr¡edish, Fischer-Jfrgensen 1972 for Danish, Lehiste
l97O for Czech and Serbo-Croatian).

Although the qualitative differ'ence betr¡een a long and the

corresponding short vonrel- is very small on Èhe auditive
1eve1 (for comparison r¡ith other languages acoustic data on

formant frequencies will aPpear in Bannert, fort.hcoming), ít

has to be assumed Èhat this qualitative.difference exists
and that it may be utilized as a cue for PercePtion by 1is-
teners (at least in a Èypical test situation).

Fína11y,. the posculated acoustic correlate of intensity as

the manifestation of the contact feature in the voweL has

Èo be considered as we11. According to the work of Fischer-
J/rgensen and J/rgensen (1969) which, it is true, did not
contain Central Bavarian material, it seemsunlikely that
such an acousEic correlaEe in the vowel exists. Indeed they

could not find any evidence for such a correlate but con-
eluded Ehat the re1êvanÈ acoustic correlaÈe of the auditive
contacÈ phenomenon oughÈ to be the duration of the vot¡e1.

. -.-, -r:¡rn¡{}l$fl'áÌtr¡.'- i ' '"'-'



therefore, es to the perception of the rather redundancy_
free vowel fragments, the following general expectations
can be set up. The hypotheÈical identífication curves
given as the response lvzc/ to each stimulus are shor¡n as
a function of the vowel duration (abscissa):

(i) Redun

*- original lY
Iong vowel

too

e__ofieinallyshort vowel

LisÈeners cannor ídentify the VC-sequences (the words)
without hearing Èhe postvocalic consonant segnrent as wel1.
In order to perceive correctly it is necessary for the
listeners to have access to the whole VC-sequence with all
the reduncancy of the features present. As Èhe consonanÈ
is míssing, Èhe listeners r¿i11 jusÈ guess when performing
the test on the vowel portíons only.

It is obvious that listeners, rùhen hearing and processing
(decoding) mutualty completed VC-sequences, musÈ have
access to many redundancies being signalled by both seg_
menÈs of the sequences. Although Èhe domain of Èhe tempo_
ral conttast in CenÈra1 Bavarian seems to be the whole
VC-sequence on the acoustic level at leåst, end although
perceplion has been sho¡rn not !o be a segnent_by_segment

zo
H
H
(J
H
h
H
Hà
ÊlâÈ
HÊ]t
FOz>
l¡¡
L)(J&z
fco
Ê{¡l

t

I
A

to
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processing (Kozhevnikov and Chistovich 1965, Liberman et
a1. 1969), one could be inclíned to suppose thaÈ Iisteners
need not hear Èhe whole sequence in order to identify the
correcL h¡ord.

This assumption, hor¡ever, deems Eo be contrary Èo the view
expressed by Lehiste (1970, 35-36):

"... suprasegmental features (including tirne, RB) can
only be identified by comparison of iEerns in sequence,
and thus differ in a very essenÈia1 way from features
Èhat may be identified by inspection of å. segmenÈ
(Jakobson, Fant, and Hal1e 1952; Lehiste 1967a) . "

From this clairn it fol1o¡¡s that 1isÈeners r,rou1d noÈ be able
to identify words contrasting in segment duraÈion alone
(that is, to identify e.g. the vor¡e1 categories long vs
short), if they do not hear the following consonant or the
nrhole ¡¿ord as we11.

(ii) se enÈ features

LisÈeners are able to identify the VC-sequences from hear-
ing only portíons of the vowel segment with the following
consonant segment missing. They do not guess, they use one
or the other of the two phoneÈic features (dimensions)
presenÈ in the vo¡,re1 segment

(a) Listeners identify the words exclusively from vowel
duration.

zo
H
H

(J
H
Ê{
H
tsz
r¡¡ÊË
HÊ¡

Btsoz>
Êlo(.,úz
Ê¡o
ÞrÉ t

o
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(b) Vowel.quality is the only cue used by the listeners
r¡hen identifying the VC-sequences. DuraÈion, although
present, does not influence their perception.

roo

(c) Both features may of course counÈerbalanc€ each other
or interfere r¿ith each oÈher,.causing at. leasÈ parts
of the curves Èo deviate fron their expected course
Èonards the oÈher alÈernarive as indicated in the
io1 lowing figure:

2
o
H
H

Q
H
h
H
ETz
r¡¡
AF]
HÊl

3
lrOz>
t¡(Jgûz
þlO
Þ{ F¡ t

zo
H
tr
()
H
t¡r
H
Fz
È¡
ÊF¡

H f¡¡
BHOâ>

,A(J(9Éz
f¡¡ O
ÊiÈ

o.-+-+-*-€

(>-+- .C
I

I

t
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(iii) "Contactrr-features

Listeners can identify the VC-sequences from hearing only
the vowel segment. They rely now on the manifestation of
Èhe posLulated "conÈact"-feature manifested acoustically in
Ehe von¡eI. IÈ should be present especially Èowards the end

of the vor¡el segmenÈ, that is tor¿ards the segment boundary
between the vowel and the following consonanE. In this case
the lisLeners, hearing the initial portions of the original-
ly long and short vowels and categorízí.ng them randomly,
¡¿i11 be more 1ike1y Eo recognize the originally long vowel
when longer portions of that vowel are presented to them.
In accord to Èhis, they should also identify the short
vowel increasingly accurately I^riÈh the larger porÈions t.hey
hear of this vor¿el segment.

3. Macerial

For this test neaningful, bisyllabic words ['ere chosen from
the material on the acoustic description of the vowel system
of Central Bavarian (Bannert forthcoming). They were prod-
uced in isolation by informant A in Bannert (1972, L973,
L974, and forthcoming), vrho also is one of the naive listen-

o

z
H
ts

H
f¡{
H
tsz
r¡l
â F-l
HÈ]t
HOz>
tsl(JC-'&z
l¡l O
A¡¡¡

t

e-
o.

\
'o
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ers (A 1) of the tests. The tesÈ r¡ords consÈítuEe Èhree

minimal pairs conÈrasÈing Èhe two kinds of VC-sequences.
After careful listening and inspection of the spectrograms
the pairs of words with vo¡¡el qualities most like each

other ¡¡ere chosen from the twelve renderings of eách fest
¡¡ord. The six test ¡¡ords are listed here:

V:C VC:

/e/

tit

[te : ga r]

Ire: aa]

[vi: sn]

[tet: ar]

[r"t, "]

[vis: n]

Gegal -Geka1 (name of
- roast

Feda - FeÈa (feather
cousin)

lJiesn - wissn (meadow
know)

a hill
ch i c ken)

- male

to

The initial stop in the first ¡¡ord pair is voiceless and

non-aspirated.

In addition to these pairs conÈrasting long and short
vowels of the same phonemic quality caÈegory, a fourth
minimal pair Nasn - nassn fnc:sn] - [nas:n] (nose - wet,
inflected fotn) was included in the material for the pur-
pose of checking the identification of vowel quality by
the listeners. As well as differing in length the two
vowels belong to two different phonemic vowel qualities,
name 1y /) / an¿ la / .

The target forman frequencies of F1, F2,

vonel durations of the eight test vor¡els
following table:

and

are

F3 and

given
the

in the



Nasn

nås sn

Gegal

Geka I

Feda

Feta

Wiesn

wissn

Original

430

720

8lo
12 00 2800

300

340

320

360

240

280

2280

2280

2250

2200

2260

2100

2840

2860

27 80

2680

27 20

26 40

Fl E2 F3

Target formant
frequencies (Hz)

2LO

130

180

140

140

100

150

110

Vor.¡e 1

durat ion
(nsec)

60

30

90 120 140 170

50 70 90 110

80

50

60

40

10

50

100 120 140 160

70 90 110 130

80 loo L20 140

60 80 100 120

90 110 130 150

70 90 110

L2345

r-3

Table 1. Phonetic values of the test vo$te1s and the stimuli'

Broad-band and narrow-band spectrograms of the test vtords

are shown in figure I a-d. IÈ is to be noticed that the

vowel quality / e/ appear s in different segmental contexts:

a syrnmetrical context of velar stops in Gegal vs Geka1, and

an asymmeÈrical one in Feda vs Feta' where the vowel is

surrounded by an initial labiodental voiceless fricative

and a postvocalic dental stoP. Due to this different con-

sonantal context, the course of the formants through the

vowel segments, especially F, and F' of rhe pair Feda vs

Feta are totally different from the pair Gegal vs Gekal'

The difference betr^7een the target formant frequencies of

F2 and F3 in the long and the corresponding short vowels

is greater in the former Pair.

4. Preparation of the test

According to the test strategy outlined above the stimuli

consist of the initial consonant follor¡ed by portions of

the stressed.vowel differi.ng in duration, while the post-

vocalic consonant and the rest of the word are eliminated

The stimuli are of the structure /CV/. Starting from Èhe

pre-recorde¿l nâtural test words, the test stimuli were

prepared in the following way. Each vowel segment vaB
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divided into five portions using Ehe elecÈronic gaÈe (seg-
ment.aÈor) of Ehe Phonetics Laboratory. The location of the
cuts in the vowel segments and Ehe size of Èhe inÈerval
between Èhem r¡ere determined percepÈual1y starting fron
the end of Èhe vor¡el and proceeding toward its beginning.
After having listened Èo several different divisions of
the vowel segments, including different interval durations,
I found the steps of 20 msec used in this Èest. the most
suiÈable ones.

As a consequence of the applied meÈhod of cutting backr¡ard
(from che vor.rel-consonant boundary) and the different dure-
rions of the originally Iong and shorE vowels, the initial
parÈs of Èhe vowel segments (stirnuli nos. 1 of each word)
had differenÈ duraÈions. lhe initial portions of Èhe long
vowels had larger duraÈions than those of Èhe corresponding
short ones. BuÈ Èhis difference is of no inporÈance for the
test. as the main purpose of this investigations was to vary
segment durations as such

The long vo¡se1 of Nasn (original duraÈion 2I0 msec) is noÈ

included in its enÈity in rhe resÈ because I considered it
improbable that Èhe listeners r¿ould hear anyÈhing else than
jusÈ this Ìdord. The duration of the longest stinuLus of
Nasn is 17O msecr abouÈ the same as for Gega1.

The experimental set-up for
in the following diagrarn:

preparing the stimuli is shor¡n
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STUDER
B 62-1

STUDER
B 62-2/2

SEGMENlATOR S TUDE R
a. 62

CP 1 kHz

S TORAGE
OSCILLOSCOPE

The beginning and the end of the signal ("window") ¡+hich

the segmentator is to cuÈ out can be adjusted ¡¿ith an ac-

curacy of I msec' The sloPe at the beginning and the end

of the triggered signal may be varied stepwise from O.47

to 1OO msec independently from each other. The segmentated

signal can be displayed on a storage oscilloscope (TEKTRO-

Nrx 5103 N).

The original ¡'¡ord was copied from a STUDER tape recorder

862-2/2, operatLon speed 15 ips' together with a 1.O0o Hz

pilot signal (CP). Then the end of each vowel portion to

be cut ouL h/as adjusted by means of nagnifying the tirne

scale on the siorage oscilloscope' putting the triggering
point in a zero crossing of the curvê. The decay time was

set to l-O msec resulting in stimuli, the ends of r¡hich
rarere as short and, at the same Èime, as smooth as possible.
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Each sÈimulus uras then
operation speed 15 ips.

recorded twice on a STUDER .A,62,

Seven ¡¡ords yielded five vowel porÈions each, Èhe vowel of
wissn was divided in¿o four portions only. Thus che present
Èest consísÈed of 39 CV-stimu1i. They were arranged in
random order in five different series. Each sti¡ru1us ¡sas
presented twice in each series with an interval of about
three seconds. There tr7as a pause of about four seconds
beÈneen dif ferent stinuli.

The five sÈinuIi, originating from each of the eight test
r¡ords, are indicated in figure 1. .Their durations are
given in table 1.

5. Performance of the test

The Èest rùas presented from a NAGRA III tape recorder,
operation speed 7.5 ips, via SENNHEISER HD lIO ear phones.
Like the pilot study ir was given in the homes of the
listeners. The Èest seríes were preceded by a presenta!ion
of the longest sÈinulus (no. 5) of each of the eight test
words. The purpose of this arrangement was Èo acquaint the
lisÈeners r,¡ith their task, The risÈeners were told to imag-
ine the following situation: A friend of yours is just
going co utÈer one.of the test words when he/she is suden_
1y inlerrupted and only manages to pronounce the very be_
ginning (that is the inicial consonanÈ and the first vowel)
of the vords. The listeners were, then, asked when hearing
only the initial fragnenÈs of rhe !est rrords¡ eg.B [t"...],
to identify the word as the one or other of e oini_
mal pair. They had Èo underline the identified word on the
enslrer sheets where the pairs were ¡¡ritten. In cases of
indecision they hed !o guess (decide on one rrord: forced
choice). A short break r¡as nade after each series.
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Nine listeners, the same as in Bannert (L972) 
' Partici-

pated in the test.

I have known all the listeners for many years' Except for

C 1 they v¡ere born in the Central Bavarian area' But all of

rhe lísteners grer¡t up the¡e and are stil1 living there'

They do not talk Standard German except, perhaps, C 1'

They are linguiôticallY naive.

As all of the
they were rùel-1

listeners had taken the pilot study earliet
acquainted with the têst procedure.

This test rtas presented to the listeners Èwice, as was Èhe

pilot study, in order

enlarge the numbêl of responses and thus the validíty

the reèr¡1ts anð

check the reliability of the listeners' responses '

(1) to
of

(2) to

The tine interval betrùeen Èhe runs r{as three months' Each

listener juclged each of the forty stímu1i ten times (five

times in each run) , so each stimulus received ninety

respooses (45 responses in each run)¡ thus there were 3'6OO

responses in the ¡¿hole test.

The differences between each listenerts responses in the

1st and the 2nd'run enable us to estimaÈe the degtee of

certainÈy with r.¡hich the 1ísteners identífied the stinuli.

Before the results of the identification test are given ând

discussed, som remarks on these differences and thus the

reliability of the identification scores are 'therefore
necessary

6. Reliabilit o'f identifícation

The reliabilitY
judgnent of the
ferent iasp"cts:

of iden!ifi.cation
. -i

certainty of
fron three di.f--

or thé
vier¡ede

:1is¡.ieners'."h ú
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(a) l.{ith what degree of consisÈency did each listener
judge each stimulus? If he responded differently in
2nd run, to r¡haÈ degree did he deviate? How large
each listener I s total deviation in relaÈion to all

. stimuli?
(b) ttow difficulr lras Èhe identificaÈion of each

by the qrhole group? Is each vowel identified
same de!ree by each listener?

(c) to wha! degree did the listening group as a
deviate in judging each stimulus?

the
¡-s

the

stinulus
to the

whole

(a) the

These quesÈions will be ans¡¡ered in che following.

1ísteners

The distribution of consisÈent and different,L"porr"""
between the tlro runs fo¡ Èhe Èotal number of possible cases
of deviation for each listener and each stimulus (amount_
ing to 351) is shown in rhe following diagran:

t
100

50

NUÌ.{BER OF
DEVIATING
RESPONSES
PER LISTEI¡ER
AND SII}IULUS

o

n = 351

o 1 2 3 4 5
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Out of these 351 cases 214 (61.O Z) shor.¡ed no dif f erence.
This fact should be compared with the 59 Z non-deviation
found in the pilot study (BannerL 1975), r,¡hich suggesEs

thaÈ the listeners did equally well in the present test.
In l0l cases out of the deviating 137 cases the identifi-
cation of the test stimuli differ in 1 response only, which
can be considered as being the result of non-linguistic
fâctors such as insufficient concentration or fatigue. There
is no case of a difference of 5 responses r¿hich would be

Èhe maximal difference. It can be considered as inplying
Èhât the listener, when judging !he stimulus the 2nd time,
has changed his strategy, nornr picking a differenÈ cue from
thaÈ in the lst run when Ehe difference in responses of a

listener to a given stimulus between the runs is larger
than 3 responses (more than half of the possible differ-
ences). There are only 8 cases (2.3 7") of such and apparent
change of listening stïategy. They are distributed irregu-
rarly among the three test pairs r^rith the same phonemic

vor^¡e1 and may therefore be attributed Èo individual factors
rather than to features of the stimuli. These especially
deviant cases âre distributed âmongst six listeners, tr,7o

listeners showing 2 cases each.

As a measure of the degree of deviation (and thus the re-
liability or consistency) of each listener in identifying
a1l the stinuli, the total deviation ratio for each listen-
er r^ras calculated. They are shorn¡n in figure 2, The degree
of uncertainty for each listenerrs identification is de-
termined by (1) the sum of stimuli which were identified
differently by him and (2) the sum of differing responses
(0 - 5 per stimulus) for all the 39 stimuli. It is express-
ed in percent relaring each listener t s real deviation to
his optimal difference.

The nine lisÈeners deviate to different degrees. Listener
A 1 idenÈifies most consistently, D I differs most. But
compared to Èhe possible degree of deviation, the listeners
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on the nhole shoqr a high degree of consisÈency
Èheir j udgments are definitely reliable.

In general the degree of deviation is very
stimuli shor¡ a difference larger than l5 Z,
pertaining to the pair Gegal - Geka1.

(b) ffre stinuli

As a measure of reliability of stiurulus identificatíon, Èhe
group stímurus difference for each stimulus was calculated.
It is obvious Èhat the more 1isÈeners vary in their identi_
fication of a given stimulus the nore difficult it is ro
identify. Therefore the group stimulus difference is defined
as the product of (l) the sum of deviating responses of all
the nine 1ísÈeners per sÈinulus and (2) ttre number of lis_
teners per stinulus who responded diffêrent1y. The differ_
ence is expressed as a percentege of the optinel value of
group sÈimulus differences. The group stinulus difference
as a funòtion of Èhe voq¡e1 duratións is shown in figure 3.

and thus

sna11. Only four
three of them

ldentification of the portions of the originally long vowel
becones more consistent with increasing duration es Ëhe
sÈiûulus product decreases. 

'oith 
the originally short vorrels,

however, ideneification becomes more uncertain r¿ith inc¡eas-
ing vowel duration. This suggests at least thaÈ, as the
formant transitions tohrards Èhe following consonant and the
intensity or any oÈher alleged acoustic correlates of the
contact feaÈures are included in the longesÈ portions of the
shorÈ vowel segments, the proposed contact feature does noË
facilitate the identification Èask for the listeners.

By calculating the means of the group stimulus differences,
Èhe degree of certainty, with which the whole group judged
each vowel, can be expressed. The means for each vo¡¡el are
sho¡¡n in figure 4. It can be clearly seen thet the pair
Nasn - nassn, r¿hich exhibiÈs the Iergest difference in vow_
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e1 quality, since the voÍie1s rep¡esent two different pho-
nemes, is identified with greatest certainty. The pair
Gegal - Geka1, ho¡¿ever, was judged r¿ith least consistency
It does not differ in vor¡e1 quality but only in duraÈion.

As a rough but convenient measure of deviation (and thus
uhe reliability of each list.enerrs identificaÈion of each
vowel in èach of Èhe runs), the vowel listener ratio was

calculated. It úay be argued that a listenerrs certainty
or consistency of identification is reflected not only in
the nuúber of stimuli per vowel he identifies differently
but also in Èhe degree of deviation (that is, if he differs
with only one response or five responses), Therefore, for
each test word, the vor^rel lisÈener ratio takes inEo accounÈ
the oumber of stirnuli per vowel to which each listener
responded differently and the sum of deviating responses
for each stimulus by each listener. It is expressed as a

pêrcentage of the maximal value of the difference thus
def ined .

The vowel listener ratios (as percentages) are shown gra-
phically in figure 5. It is obvious that there is consider-
able variance betr¡een the originally long and shorÈ vowel.
The vowel listener ratio is zero in only a fe¡¡ cases. IÈ is
never zero in Gegal and Geka1, which fits in the lisÈenerrs
impression. that these words r,¡ere Ehe nost difficulÈ ones

to identify.

(c) ghe group

The group differences for each stimulus (9 listeners x 5

responses per stimulus,maximalfy 45) and each word (maxi-
ma1ly 225) are shor^¡n in the f ollowing table:
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Table 2. Group differences for each stimulus

The distribution of the 39 sÈimuli on the number of
ing responses is given in Èhe follor¡ing diagram:

lo 1() 20 100'roo

n 39

o

dÍffer-

PERCENÎ GROUP
DIFFERENCE

NUMBER OF DIF-
FERING GROUP
RE S PONSE S

The group differences are very emarl indeed. For 36 of the
39 stinuli the group dífference is lo¡¡er Èhan 10 7. (4 dit_
fering responses). Seven stimuli do not differ at a1l. There_
fore it nay be inferred that the listeners as a ¡vho1e.re_
sponded very consistently Èo Èhe stinuli. This can be inter-
preted as meaning that the listenerg used the same sttaËegy
(picked Èhe sane feat.ures) in perceiving the Èest stinuli
in both presentetions.

Gegal
Feda

t{ies.n
Nasn

I
3

6

2

0261
1111
4 2 o

o1 1 I

Vowel portions
r234s

v c vc:

10

7

I2
5

I
2

1

2

7L40
4

1

4

o

2

32
3

203

q¡ord vowel portions
r23451-s)

r.3

.1 I
7

11

r¡or d

(1-5)

Geka 1

Feta
wissn
nas sn

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I aaa 44 45
t17
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In summary then, the comparatively smal1 deviations in the

indentifications scores of the t¡'to runs, although varying

between the listeners and the stimuli, justifíes adding

the scores of both runs together and treaÈing them as a

whole, yielding the total group scores.

7. Identifications of the stinuli

The total grouP scores (ídentification of the stimuli

both runs as the word containing the sequence /YzCl)
function of segment duration are shown in figure 6a-b

l-n

âs â.

I,Ihen individual responses are added togeÈher for the group

score, deviáting tendencies are eliminated. Therefore each

.listenerrs total score is shor¡n in figure 7a-d. It can be

seen there that' apart flom certain deviations, each listen-

err s identification curves look very much the same as the

total group culves. Thus it nay be assul0ed theÈ all the

listener, by and large,Pelceived the stinuli in a similar

way.

Among the identification curves of the grouP no.instance
supporÈing the guessing hypothesis can be found. 1t may

therefore be concluded thal listeners, when presented rrith

different portions of just the voa¡e1, are able to identify

a given vor{e1-consonant sequence. They do not guess but

rely on some feature of the vor¡e1 segnent alone, as the

following consonant is missing. Besides thé segnental
feature of quality, the vowels have the feature of duration.

But it is obvious, especially in the pair Gegal - Gekal'
that listeners identified the vonel Portions picking dura-
tion as the cue ¡¡ithout being able to comPare the duration

of the vowel portions with those of*the following segmer¡t

(or segments). Therefore it is assumed that listeners can

establish two phonological categories of length (quantity)'

hearing thè voltë1s as differing in seg¡ûent duration. They

úust do it with reference to some ebsolute match (time

value) and not a relatíve one.
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The phonene boundary between Èhe two categories long and
short is locatêd at about lOO msec. The zonè of anbiguity
(transition of the identification curve) is not very sharp
buÈ rather extends over a period of about 4O nsec.

All the ídentification curveô observed correspond. to the
expected results of the 2nd hypothesis. The paír Gegal _

Gq\a1, where thê volre1 quality of the long and the short
vowel is nearly the same, is ídentífied exclusively ac_
cording to the duration of the vowel portions, che pair
Nasn - nassn, on the conerary, only according Èo voqreL
quality (fígure 6a). As tr¡o different vor¡e1 phonemes are
concerned, their quality differs considerably, compared
¡sirh the differences of vowel quality between the long and
short. members of the same qualiÈy phoneme.

If, as in Gegal- Geka1, vowel duration is the.only cue in
the presented vorùel portions of the originally long and
short vo¡úc1s, since the vo¡¡e1 quality is the same, vowel
portio¡is t{ith shott duration are heârd as short vowe1,
those with long' duration as long vowels, irrespective of
their origin.

Both features (duration and quality) are used in Èhe iden_
tífication of rhe pairs Feda - Feta and I.Iiesn _ ¡¡issn (fíg_
ure 6b). The originally long vowels of Feda and I,Iiesn .are
heard as the corresponding short on., ,ñ-u."r"lã! 

"ur-ment duration. I,Ihereas the longest portion of the e of
Gekal (130 nsec) is identified as the rong vowel in g7 z of.
the responses, the entire short e of Feta (12O msec) and
the entire short i of t¡issn (stinulus no. 4, I1O nsec)
are both heard as the long vowel to an equally low degree,
only 38 Z, ¡yhich is abour half of rhar of the Gekal case.
This difference must be due to differences in vor¡e1 quality
between the Iong and shorÉ vowels, which is a conseguence
of the features of the segmental context (place of articula_
tion of the surrounding consonants and its effect on the



medial vowels in terms of formant transitions).
of rhe quality of the short vowels of
tion affects the PercePtion of their
Thus Èhe feature of duration tends Lo

longest portions
Feta and

override

¿)

In spite
wissn, dura-

Ehe feature
vowe 1 1 eng th .of quality both r¿ith increasing and decreasing

No instance pertaining Èo the 3rd hypothesis is found:-n
the material. Consequently, the proposed feature of conÈact

bet\nTeen the vor^rel and the following consonant does not

affect the listenersr percePtion, although the comPlete

formant transition towards the following long consonant

k: is included in the longest stimuli (nos 4 and 5) of the

short voq7el of Gekal. The same is Lrue of the longest sti-

muli (nos 4 and 5) of the shorÈ vor¡e1 of Feta' The identi-

fication scores become higher with increasing segment dura-
tion. Nor is there any effecE of t.he contact feature towards

the end of the short vo!¡e1 of wissn. Stirnulus no 4 is iden-

tified as being a long vo¡¿e1 to a considerably greaLer

degree than is stimulus no 3, which is only 20 rnsec shorter.

The following åttempt ¡¡as made to deterrnine the so-ca11ed

phoneme boundary or the center of the zone of ambiguity of

identification betr¡een the long and Èhe short vorn'el category:

The 5O Z response line was drawn in the graphs of figure 6

from Èhe shortest porÈíon of the originally short vo\nrel to

the longest portion of the originally long vor¿ei. The inter-

sections of this 50 7" ]-ine and the idenÈification curves

represent the category boundary. For the contrasting quality
pair Nasn - nassn there is no crossover point, nor is there

airy for the short vowels of Feta and ¡vissn, âlthough their

curves approach rather close to the 50 z Ievel. It nay be

asaumed, however, that the idenÈificaÈion curves of these

short vo¡úels would rise beyond the 50 Z líne if the vowel

segments rdere to be lengthened by means of electronic
splicing (fitr this method see Bannert 1975).
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The 5O Z level of identífication score intersects with the
curves of Gegal and Gekal at about 1OO ¡rsec, r.rith those of
Feda and Wiesn to e lower value, about 8O rnsec. It should
be noted Èhat the segmenÈ duraÈion oe Ie:] in Feda and of
Iit] in Wiesn were approximaËe1y rhe same (l4O and 15O msec
respectively), whereas the long[e:] in Gegal had a longer
duration, nanely 18O msec (table 1). One can speculate that
this difference reflects the perceptual knowledge of physio-
1ogically conditioned effects ¡¿hich listeners are supposed
Èo have (cf NooÈeboom 1973).. In this case, vowel duraÈíon
would be longer in symmeÈric syllables than in asymmetric,
e hypothes is r.rhich has to be proven.

If the zone of arnbiguicy is defined as that part of the
curve which lies beÈween Èhe 25 Z and Èhe 75 7. Level of
identification, Èhen the corresponding part on the Ètme
axis equals ebouÈ 4O msec (rhe distance between 8O and 120
msec).

8. Conclusions

The results of the present test indicate that listeners can
idencify the members. of rnini¡ua1 pairs of mutual complementa-
tion in CenÈral Bavarian even when they hear portions of
just the vor¡el segmênt which differ in duration. In perform-
ing the identification task lisÈeners use the phonetic fea-
tures of duration and specÈra1 pattern, Èhe first of which
is the phonological feature of quantity of the language,
manifesÈed as segment duraÈion in the vowel portions.

If the spectral sÈrucEure of Èhe originally short vowel
differs largely fron thaÈ of the originally long vowel
(that is if the Èwo specÈra belong -to ttrro different pho-
nenic vowel qualities), listeners rnake exclusive use of
this cue, the dimension of duraÈion having no influence
shatsoever on perception. This is in close accord with Èhe

findings in Hadding-Koch and Abramson (1964) on Swedish
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matelial. The converse is also true: listeners judge accord-

ing to duration alone if the short and the corresponding
long vowel do not differ in vowel quality. No influence

whatsoever of the alleged conÈact feature, manifesÈed in

the last portion of the vowel segment as intensity or for-

úant transitions, is to be found in this material' If such

a feaÈure did exist the short vowel would be heard âs short

nore ofÈen v¡ith increase of the final part of the vo$te1

segment approaching the following consonant.

Duration and vowel quality compete with each other as cues

for identification in minimal pairs showing some difference

in vowel quality: The quality of Èhe short vowel always dom-

inates although the dimension of time becomes ¡nore important

for perception with increasing duration. For long vowels, on

the other hand, duration becomes the predominant cue for
perception the shorter the vowel portion is made.

In the perception of the test vordels differences in vowel

qualiÈy are used in preferance to differences in time. The

listeners show greater consistency in identifying quality

than length. Both observations are in agreement.with the

universal phonological fact Ehat all languages use the
phonetic mechanism of sPectral structure (vowel quality)

in producing sound contrasts in order to signal differences

of meaning. But not all languages uÈil'ize segment duration
(phonemic length or quantiÈy) for the same PurPose.

The findings of this investigation are Èherefore interpreted

as supPorting the vier¡ that the phonemic dinension of length

is less effective Ehan quality in differentiating meaning.

they nray thus be considered as phonetic evidence for attri-

buting a 1o¡rer rank to quanËity than quality in a hierarchy

of dístinctive features.
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